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Taking Social Action to the Stage
AIF Builds Creative Confidence and Competence for Young People
It’s not surprising that free association
with Punjab often results, fondly, in its
cultural exports to the global village,
whether the gifts of divinely spiced, rich
foods like butter chicken (the historical
antecedent to the West’s chicken tikka
masala), the scores and scores of contributions to Bollywood’s soundtrack
or the bhangra phenomenon. What
underlies the globalization of Punjabi
culture is in fact perhaps its strongest
essence – movement. From its roots
in antiquity as part of the Indus Valley
and Vedic civilizations, Punjab served
as the gateway to the Subcontinent
and the site of numerous invasions
and settlements for centuries, until
the British Partition of Punjab into India and Pakistan more than 65 years
ago produced one of the world’s most
violent forced migrations – an ironic
precursor to the region’s contribution
to global culture. Movement is even
inscribed in Punjab’s etymology – the
“Land of Five Rivers.”
Movement – from its transnational
migrations to the vibrant traditions of
dance and symbiotic, ritual motions
of farming and harvest – characterizes
Punjab. While all of India has been at a
crossroads of tradition and modernity
due to globalization at large, Punjab is
at the forefront. Where new competitions, clubs, and musical encounters
continue to evolve bhangra outside of
Punjab, at home the tradition can still
be seen practiced at its traditional time
in preparation for the harvest and by its
traditional practitioners: males. Where
women are as much a part of the evolution of Punjab’s cultural globalization,
at home, female feticide and child marriage still plague the region.
This is the backdrop for AIF’s cultural
diplomacy work in the region, where
AIF has been working for the past two
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Participating students receive mementos from O3 Project Director Drew Foxman at the youth-designed, youthproduced Student Arts Festival in Amritsar. (Photograph © Lovedeep Singh Sohal)

years in partnership with the U.S. State
Department at the nexus of tradition
and modernity – combining traditional
art forms with modern technology to
help youth shape their identities as creative agents of change and take action
in their own communities to address
social issues. While many development
projects are designed around a specific issue or set of topics, “Our Family,
Our Neighborhood, Our World” (O3)
instead combines principles of design
thinking, youth development, and arts
activism to equip youth with the creative confidence to express – and enact
– their own visions of change.
Much educational improvement today
is about inculcating 21st century knowledge and skills to prepare young people for a global, technology-driven marketplace. With technological change
transforming the way we work and play
at an unprecedented rate, creativity is
emerging as a key global competency.
Increasingly, research is demonstrating that creativity, such as through
arts-based approaches, has a positive
impact on student learning that is not
only valuable to one’s socio-emotional

learning, but is also transferable to
other academic skills. In an education
system highly criticized for its razorlike emphasis on rote learning, creative
methodologies to transform the learning environment in India are needed
with much greater urgency in today’s

With technological
change transforming
the way we work and
play at an 
unprecedented rate,
creativity is
emerging as a key
global competency.
interconnected world. Traditional Punjabi art forms are part of the daily life
for Punjabis – inseparable from their
identity and way of living. The O3 project utilizes an everyday, accessible cultural resource to inspire young people
to reflect on the challenges they face
in everyday life, and empower them to
creatively imagine and formulate a vision for their own futures.
(Continued on Page 3)
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AIF Clinton Fellowship Class of 2013-14 gather for Midpoint in Pondicherry. (Photograph © Gaurang Raval)

Fellowship Midpoint:
Collaboration and Innovation for Sustainability
The 2013-14 class of William J. Clinton
Fellows recently returned to their respective host organizations across 11 different
states of India after convening for their
Midpoint Retreat in Pondicherry from
January 15-19 to share their projects, work
on new collaborations, and to build upon
development sector skills. As AIF seeks
to significantly scale the Fellowship in the
coming years, the conference’s structure
for sharing and collaborating is also being
adapted with new and innovative activities.
Fellows presented their work and knowledge, and engaged one another through
focus group discussions, case studies,
design thinking, drama, and art. This allowed all Fellows to exchange knowledge
through activity-based learning. To help
Fellows better capture their real-life experiences on the ground, AIF Clinton Fellowship alumnus Christina MacGillivray and
founder of the online video magazine,
mummydaddy.com, facilitated a half-day
workshop on visual storytelling. The
workshop resulted in groups of Fellows
using 10-second clips to demonstrate
the five stages of being a Fellow. Fellows
also were treated to the award-winning
documentary, “The Revolutionary Optimists,” which shows how children can be
empowered to become change agents for
marginalized communities.
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– including organizations, communities,
Other sessions were entirely created and
and TV and Internet programs about genled by Fellows. Every Fellow partook in
der equality.
creating group presentations that were
not only informative of their projects, but
Every year, Midpoint is an important comalso covered topics that were overarching.
ponent of the Fellowship. This year held
One group put together a presentation on
particular significance to the larger vision
how to integrate technology (specifically
of the future of the Fellowship. It is serGoogle tools) into the way Fellows comendipitous that at the moment in which
municate and collaborate with each other
the AIF Clinton Fellowship has a need to
and with their colleagues at their host organizations. Another
group led a powerful
session on gender,
sexuality, and discrimination – a topic
that regularly gets
discussed at every
midpoint, but for the
first time was made
an official topic. The
session offered a
place for Fellows to
share their experiences, observations,
and
frustrations
around genders roles AIF Clinton Fellows Cassie Denbow and James Liu present on their hopes and goals for the
both in India and in second half of the Fellowship and beyond. (Photograph © Gaurang Raval)
the United States. The
innovate more efficient ways to convene,
Fellow facilitators offered a balanced view,
AIF is blessed with a group of Fellows
showing that both India and the US have
possessing exceptional ingenuity. This
significant hurdles to overcome in order
year’s Midpoint was not just a success for
to achieve gender equality. The session
the current class, but also promises to be
helped produced a document with a list
a great benefit for many classes to come.
of resources available for women in India
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Venturing East
India Leadership Trip 2014
Every year, members of AIF’s senior leadership visit India to see AIF’s work in action – a unique experience bringing AIF’s
ecosystem of donors, leadership, and
programs full circle. Journeying through
eastern states of India – West Bengal,
Jharkhand, Bihar, Orissa, and Assam –
where AIF has run a range of programs
over the years, the visit provided an opportunity for leadership to see firsthand
the outcome of the strong partnerships

Highlighting the many
site visits was a day at
Anudip Foundation, a
Market Aligned Skills
Training (MAST) partner in the Kolkata area
who is working with AIF
to pilot Virtual MAST,
an online training platMarket Aligned Skills Training partner Anudip welcomes AIF Leadership to their iMerit
form leveraging the centre in Baripur, Kolkata.
MAST program model
ship with Tata Steel Rural Development
through technology. Virtual
Society (TSRDS), MANSI trains women
MAST presents a standardin the community to be Sahiyyas – comized training curriculum and
“I’ve had an amazing five days.
munity health workers – who are able to
allows students to learn at
provide essential healthcare for expectant
I thouroughly recommend
their own pace. The visit also
and new mothers and their infants. The
included time with Anudip
the trip to anyone as really
Sahiyyas demonstrated some of their onFoundation’s sister organithe-job training and skills, while moththe only way of finding out
zation, iMerit at Methiabuers shared heartfelt stories about how
firsthand what AIF is doing,
ruz, which trains rural womMANSI had benefitted them.
en from extremely poor and
and the impact it has on the
neglected communities to
Guests also enjoyed a range of activichildren in India.”
work at Business Processing
ties, from unique cultural experiences
Outsourcing offices.
including a journey through the remote
— Joe Macrae, Founder, Mlegal Group
Sundarbans, home to the endangered
Leadership Trip Delegate
In the hillside villages of
Bengal tiger, to events hosted by some of
Jharkhand, AIF leadership
the region’s prominent leaders, including
encountered the benefits
former tennis player Naresh Kumar, GovAIF has developed and nurtured, as well
of basic health training and education
ernor M. K. Narayanan of West Bengal,
as to experience the rich diversity of the
through AIF’s Maternal and Newborn
Managing Director of Tata Steel T. V. Narpeople, landscape, food, and culture of
Survival Initiative (MANSI). Through a
endran, and Mr. Vishi Saran, who hosted
the East Indian region.
public-private partnership model operthe group for a book reading by renowned
ating through a longstanding partnerauthor Amit Chaudhari.

TAKING SOCIAL ACTION TO THE STAGE
(Continued from Page 1) The project also turns the traditional
development expert paradigm on its head, by providing skills,
tools, and resources for youth to design their own solutions,
rather than pre-fabricated solutions to work on, or expert knowledge passed along. The project’s vision of creating communities of cooperation and social responsibility through digital and
performing arts came to life in Amritsar on January 22-23, 2014.
Five hundred members of the local community witnessed a vibrant, energetic, youth-designed and youth-produced Arts Festival – a testament to the power of youth as creators. Through
colorful and dynamic dance performances, street theatre plays,
and poetry, students themselves depicted the problems relevant
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(CONTINUED)

in their lives. An all-girls group of bhangra dancers turned the
old male-dominated paradigm on its head, rocking the house to
a standing ovation; a heartfelt play enacted the devastating impact of the tradition of child marriage; and a play on the lives of
adolescents lobbied for the culturally taboo concept of boy and
girl friendships. Bringing social action to the stage, it appears,
may be an overlooked and emerging paradigm to plant the seeds
for change in young people.
Drew Foxman, Senior Director, is the creator and director of the O3
Project. To learn more and watch student performances, visit www.
aif.org/o3/projects
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Remembering the 2001 Gujarat Earthquake
BY Coco Vonnegut, WILLIAM J. CLINTON FELLOW, CLASS OF 2013-14
Legend says that beneath the ground in
Bhuj, Kachchh, Gujarat, lives a snake.
Long ago, when a king wanted to settle the
land and build a kingdom, he was told that
he would have to thrust his sword into the
ground with a sure hand, and spear the
snake through its head. The king traveled
to the center of the land and pushed his
blade into the ground with all his might.
But he was not sure of himself, and quickly removed the sword to see whether or
not his aim was good. Because of this,
the snake did not die. The king was not
confident enough, and consequently the
snake lived to writhe beneath the ground.
Legend has it that this is why there are so
many earthquakes in Kachchh.
Kachchh is a region of Gujarat that lies in
an area of ongoing seismic upheaval. It
is roughly 350 km (approximately half a
mile) from a tectonic plate boundary separating the Indian Plate from the Eurasian
Plate. Every 50 years or so, this causes a
large earthquake that shakes the ground
in lower Sindh, Pakistan and Kachchh,
Gujarat. In between those earthquakes are
also smaller ones - tremors that serve as
reminders.
For Indians near and far, January 26th is
Republic Day. It is a day to honor the Constitution of India, and to celebrate nationality. But for Kachchhis, January 26th is
something different. It is a day to remember the 2001 Earthquake in Kachchh, and
the 12,000 plus lives it took. On this day,
people in Kachchh gather to mourn the disaster and the lost lives, but also to appreciate how far they have progressed since
that tragic day.
In some small way, that earthquake is
ever present in Kachchh. It finds its way
into conversations and stows away in the
backs of minds, resurfacing when memories push it forward. Sometimes I go out
to buy vegetables and the subziwalla comments, “you know Bhuj is most famous for
the earthquake” in a manner-of-fact tone.
Sometimes the stories are more detailed.
“Everything was broken,” a man said during one of my interviews. His baby daugh-
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ter was killed when
his ancestral home
fell to the ground.
There are more
physical
reminders – buildings lying
in disrepair, broken
monuments, cracks
in the walls of my
apartment, and halfstanding walls serve
as ghostly reminders. The seismic
movements below
the Earth’s surface
contributed considerably to the shifting of underground Ruins of Jubilee Hospital in Bhuj, Gujarat. (Photograph © Coco Vonnegut)
water tables, affecting
told me, “Ten years ago, Bhuj basically had
the quality of life in
just two roads.” Now, Bhuj is a big puzzle
Kachchh. Rivers have dried, droughts have
of a place, rapidly becoming home to new
ensued, and iron clouds natural underindustries. The artisans I have been interground water sources, sometimes turning
viewing built new towns and started over
the brightest of vegetables grey. Driving to
after the earthquake. Some created busiwork every morning this week, my coworknesses they would never have dreamed of
ers have taken to sharing their memories
without the tools and resources that postof the earthquake. They show each other
earthquake development projects afforded
pictures and say, “I remember running out
them. People have not forgotten, but they
of my classroom,” or, “This was where the
have moved forward.
Swaminaryanan Mandir used to be.”
A few weeks ago I sat in on a meeting with
a local official during which a few NGOs
were planning community events. When
mention of an earthquake commemoration came around, the official was quick to
say, “Make sure to remember the victims
of other natural disasters this year.” This is
the true spirit of Kachchhi people. There is
a giving, caring consideration in Kachchh
for those who have gone through similar
loss. During the snowstorms in the US
earlier this year, everyone was quick to ask
about my family, holding up local papers
with long descriptions of the American
snowstorms.
What is most amazing about Kachchhis
and their attitude towards the earthquake is
their resilience. Kachchh has gone through
immense change since the earthquake,
and it is developing and transitioning
faster than ever before. Recently a friend

I am the student here – my classroom is
Kachchh. My lessons are the kind that every human being should have; lessons in
caring, growing, changing and remembering. The American India Foundation was
founded in response to the devastation of
the Gujarat earthquake. As the only Clinton Fellow in our class placed in Kachchh,
and especially now as we commemorate
the earthquake, I feel humbled to be a part
of a growing friendship between AIF and
the communities in Kachchh. On January
26, Kachchhis revisit a part of time that remains ever present, never forgotten. This
year, I am revisiting it with them.

To read more stories from Fellows, visit
www.aif.org/fellowship/blog
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SPOTLIGHT
AIF Launches New Chapter in Atlanta
chapters in the San Francisco
Bay Area, Los Angeles, Orange
County, New York Tri-State area,
Chicago, New England, Washington DC, and Dallas. “As we look
to scale our work even further in
India, we are excited to expand
our areas of support in the US to
include Atlanta,” CEO Ravi Kumar
remarked. “We are proud to attract dynamic leadership from the
Indian diaspora in Atlanta.” Amitabh Sharma, President of Asterix
Consulting, Inc., previously a senior executive with global Fortune
500 Company Indian Oil Corporation, and an entrepreneur with
Congressman Hank Johnson (second from left) and Chair of Atlanta Leadership Council Amitabh Sharma (right) with CEO
an enviable record of community
Ravi Kumar and Vice Chair Pradeep Kashyap at the chapter launch event in Atlanta, GA.
service in the US and India, is
AIF is pleased to announce the launch of a new chapter in Atthe founding Chair of the Atlanta
lanta, joining a national network of volunteer hubs dedicated
Leadership Council. The chapter was officially launched at an
to raising awareness and funds for its philanthropic causes
inaugural event on February 2, 2014, attended by representaacross India. AIF’s national chapter network comprises a deep
tives from the Indian Consulate, notable community leaders
community of philanthropists, C-level executives, other indusand philanthropists, and members of the press. Congressman
try and thought leaders, entrepreneurs, community leaders,
Hank Johnson gave the keynote address, speaking on the imand volunteers – collectively sharing their mind and time to
portance of building a strong bridge between the world’s two
advance AIF’s causes in the critical areas of education, livebiggest democracies.
lihoods, public health, and leadership. Atlanta joins existing

uPCOMING EVENTS
ANNUAL SPRING AWARDS GALA,
NEW YORK

7th ANNUAL NEW YORK
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS GALA

FRIDAY, MAY 2, 2014
PIER SIXTY AT CHELSEA PIERS, NYC

SATURDAY, APRIL 12, 2014
THE ALTMAN BUILDING, NYC

For more information, please contact
dmanetta@projectsplusinc.com

For more information, please contact
aifypnewyork@aif.org

For more details, visit aif.org/events
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FROM ThE FIELD
Orphaned students of Shaheed Udham Singh Memorial
School perform their rendition of the traditional Punjabi
harvest dance bhangra at a Dance for Social Change event
as part of the “Our Family, Our Neighborhood, Our World”
(O3) Project. Amritsar, Punjab. (Photograph © Lovedeep
Singh Sohal)

